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Introduction

Focus would be an appropriate caption to describe a new series 
of Hogg Foundation publications.

Throughout the Southwest, treatment of emotional ills is chang
ing for the better, and community preventive programs are being 
supported by renewed public interest. In light of these innovations, 
the Foundation’s editor has been asked to focus attention on new 
developments which have not been reported.

In TRENDS IN PSYCHIATRIC CARE IN TEXAS, a recent 
Hogg Foundation publication, Rert Kruger Smith assembled three 
articles. Two of these were by other authors and presented an up- 
to-date view of a shift in philosophy, in psychiatric treatment and 
in hospital care.

This time Mrs. Smith has abstracted from two excellent reports 
prepared by Dr. Eugene C. McDanald, Jr., medical director, and 
Dr. Harold A. Goolishian, administrative director, of the Youth De
velopment Project in Galveston, and from interviews with numer
ous other persons connected with the undertaking, an account of 
another new venture. We believe that reporting such information 
may be of value and of interest to many professional and volunteer 
workers in the field.

Public interest is focusing on still other developments in the 
Southwest. As they mature and come to our attention, they, too, 
will be described in print.



A QUARTER fo r  growing up

A solemn girl with a curly pony tail and a 13-year-old freckle
faced boy who saved quarters for psychiatric treatment helped 
originate a project in Galveston, Texas, which may blossom into a 
pattern for other such centers throughout the nation.

Sad-eyed Susan brought the needs of adolescents dramatically 
to the attention of Dr. Brooks Mullen, psychiatrist, and Janet Ross 
psychiatric social worker, when she was a patient at John Sealy 
Hospital in 1952; and freckled Timmy, who asked for help, gave 
impetus to the center.

In four short years the Youth Development Project, part of The 
University of Texas Medical Branch Department of Psychiatry, 
has worked with hundreds of disturbed adolescents, an age group 
often neglected by psychiatry. Throughout the nation there are 
only a handful of adolescent treatment centers, and nowhere in 
the United States is there such a clinic organized under the aus
pices of a medical school.

There were no centers for disturbed adolescents in the entire 
state of Texas in 1952. As Dr. Mullen and Miss Ross worked with 
Susan and became more aware of her family problems—rigid 
parents who instilled guilt feelings into Susan’s every child-act—  
they determined to set up some facility for helping troubled young 
people.

After visiting the family and talking at length with Susan, they 
persuaded another psychiatrist, Dr. Eugene C. McDanald, and 
several members of the psychology, social service, pediatrics and
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preventive medicine departments, to pay a visit to Susan’s farm. 
The whole team gathered in one car, which was already crowded 
with baskets of food for Susan’s family. Several hours of talking 
with the family and with Susan focused attention on the problem.

On August 16, 1952, Dr. Titus Harris, chairman of the Depart
ment of Psychiatry at The University of Texas Medical Branch, 
called an organizational meeting which included members of the 
various departments at the Medical Branch, representatives of the 
Galveston County Council, State Department of Public Welfare, 
Social Service Department of John Sealy Hospital, Youth De
velopment Council, County Child Welfare Units, Family Welfare 
Units and representatives of the school systems. They organized 
the Galveston Youth Council to offer psychotherapeutic services 
to adolescents from Galveston County. They also planned expan
sion to include recreational and other group activities, with pro
fessional direction to come from the Departments of Psychiatry 
and Social Service at the Medical School.

Little but determination held the group together in the first 
months, during which time there were no full-time staff members 
and no money.

A small boy helped knit them into even more determined 
effort. Timmy was referred to the center by his schoolteacher, 
who could no longer keep this rebellious, demanding child in her 
classroom. There, for the first time, he met friends who cared 
about him as a person. Timmy wanted help.

While he was in the office of the psychiatric social worker, she 
telephoned his parents. Timmy sat rigid on the wicker chair, 
clasping his pudgy hands. He watched her face as she relayed his 
mother’s words. The parents refused to travel the 40 miles in to 
the center, refused to discuss Timmy with anyone.

When the worker hung up the phone, she saw the tears on 
Timmy’s freckled cheek and watched him wipe them away. Timmy 
spoke hesitantly, “Couldn’t you— couldn’t I get better without my 
folks? I’ve got a Saturday job, and I’ll pay for my own treatment.” 
Then, practically, “How much will it cost?”

The worker smiled gently at Timmy. While charges at the
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center vary according to income, everyone is asked to pay some
thing. Slowly she said, “Timmy, for boys like you, we charge 
twenty five cents a visit.”

Timmy grinned, a boyish, crooked-tooth grin. He reached into 
his jeans and pulled out two dimes and a nickel. “Here’s my first 
payment. I’ll have a whole quarter the next time.”

From that day until treatment terminated three months later, 
Timmy earned his money for bus fare into Galveston and for 
psychiatric treatment!

With such expressions of faith, the team had to keep working, 
despite the fact that financial pressures and lack of professional 
time often stymied them. During this period, secretarial assistance 
was obtained through the Social Service Department, and all 
personnel were either on loan or a part-time basis. Then— as now— 
the project drew from the staff of the Departments of Psychiatry, 
Psychology and Social Service, utilizing to the fullest the mental 
health team approach.

During the trial period, from 1952 to 1953, the project suffered 
from the team’s lack of experience in the organization of such a 
clinic. The Hogg Foundation for Mental Hygiene, The Univer
sity of Texas, offered to send Dr. Mullen to various clinics on the 
East Coast, a trip which provided necessary information for the 
Texas project.

Early in 1953, Mrs. Agnes Ritchie, a trained psychiatric social 
worker, was employed by the Social Service Department and be
came the first full-time professional worker, giving substance to the 
project. The Medical Branch allotted $300 for maintenance, equip
ment and supplies, and the work began to take shape under the 
parentage of the Medical Branch.

But that was only the beginning.
In October of 1954, Dr. Chauncey Leake, then executive di

rector of the Medical Branch, attracted financial support from the 
M. D. Anderson Foundation, enabling the group to establish a 
central office, to obtain necessary working equipment and to help 
coordinate the work.
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Today the project is carried on in a suite of offices. An attrac
tive reception room has comfortable chairs and sofas and a selec
tion of magazines which youngsters and their parents may read. 
In the recreation room, dart boards, checker games and ping pong 
tables serve as counterparts for young children’s “play therapy” 
and help the therapist and the patient establish rapport. While 
the therapist becomes a friend and companion to the youngster 
as they play, he also evaluates the teen-ager’s reactions to win
ning and losing games and his outlook toward various kinds of 
play. Each office is decorated with bright curtains and cushioned 
chairs, creating an atmosphere of comfort and friendliness.

Services expanded as the program developed, and the name Gal
veston was dropped from the project, which now became the 
Youth Development Project.

Goals were stated thus: “The Youth Development Project, a 
subdivision of the Department of Neuropsychiatry, will consider 
for therapy adolescents who are having difficulty in living and 
who seek help from us. The period of transition in which the in
dividual is expected to change from childhood into maturity is 
known as adolescence. We anticipate that these young people will 
modify the traits of childhood and develop into maturity. This 
period may lead to emotional upheaval and the crystallization of 
severe personality disorder if it is not met and dealt with at this 
time.”

The annual report of 1954-1955 gave the following four-fold 
goal: 1) To offer the adolescent a treatment center with profes
sional staff trained to work with adolescents. 2) To focus the efforts 
of research workers upon the problems of adolescents to the ulti
mate benefit of young people everywhere. 3) To furnish psychia
trists, psychologists, social workers and nurses opportunities for 
training and understanding the adolescent, his emotional prob
lems and the methods most effective in aiding him. 4) To offer 
to the professional person a supplement in training so that he 
may learn to function more effectively in an interdisciplinary 
mental health team.
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Who Comes to the Youth 

Development Project?

Who are the adolescents who come for treatment? 
W hat brings them to the center? How do they 
show their disturbances?

Everyone has heard of the adolescent in trouble with the law— 
the boy who holds up a filling station, the girl who runs away, the 
gang which starts knife fights. But few people are aware of the 
adolescents in trouble with themselves— the miserable boy who 
sits alone in a dark room, the girl who will no longer go to school, 
the youngster who is rebellious and hostile at home.

The Youth Development Project takes for treatment only those 
children who can be helped by such therapy. No mentally defi
cient, organically impaired or psychotic patients requiring hos
pitalization are accepted at this particular center.

The troubled adolescent, sad or angry, aggressive or withdrawn, 
often is like a bird ready to leave the nest— a bird sometimes 
wounded in initial flight and forced back to the nest, where he is 
too large to stay and too hurt to leave. He then resorts to earlier, 
more infantile adjustments or else acts out his resentment, loneli
ness and confusion through some type of delinquent behavior.

Although all of these children have developed the troubled pat
terns since early childhood, the symptoms become aggravated dur
ing the adolescent period when physical and psychological forces 
push the youngster into an adulthood which he may not have the 
maturity to face.

The adolescent, no longer child and not yet adult, may be 
likened to cement which has not set into a fixed pattern. In 
adolescence, the rough edges and uneven humps can often be 
smoothed rather quickly, where the hardened mold must be 
chipped away by months or years of painstaking effort.
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This fact has never been shown more dramatically than in an 
episode described by a British psychiatrist, who told of a visit paid 
by a psychiatric team to a hospital for disturbed children.

They paused by the bedside of a rumple-haired boy, who a few 
weeks earlier had reverted completely from his eight-year-old 
competence and had begun to soil and wet himself and to mutter 
unintelligible words. Now, in the hospital, he lay in bed mum
bling.

The head doctor turned to the nurse and said, “Hasn’t this child 
ever made any sounds which you can recognize?”

The nurse shook her head.
“Isn’t there anything,” persisted the doctor, “which you can dis

tinguish?”
The nurse paused. Then, hesitantly, she said, “Doctor, this may 

sound foolish, but several times I have heard him say something 
which sounds like, ‘Say you’re sorry.’ ”

The doctor walked away, but in a few minutes he was back,
leaning over the small boy and saying, “Johnny, I am D r.----------.
I came here to tell you that I am sorry.”

Again he left the boy, and the doctor’s assistant, taking his cue,
went to the bedside and said tenderly, “Johnny, I am D r.----------.
I want you to know that I am sorry, too.”

The group went on their tour, but in less than an hour the nurse 
hurried in to tell them that Johnny had begun to speak. Within a 
week he was out of the hospital and under the care of a private 
psychiatrist, who discovered that Johnny’s parents had brought 
him up rigidly, demandingly, insisting that he apologize for any in
fringement of rules. And then they had hurt Johnny, unfairly and 
deeply, and had not apologized. Johnny collapsed from the accu
mulation of hurts. Although the child still needed prolonged treat
ment, the one incident by an understanding doctor turned the 
tide for the child.

With adolescents, too, results can be dramatic and swift. As one 
of the psychiatrists in Galveston put it, “We see cases of disturbed 
personality which, in adults, would take us years of work to
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straighten out. In an adolescent, changes may be overwhelming 
within a few months. It is one of the most rewarding aspects of 
our work.”

Case histories show wide deviations and amazing similarities. 
The children seen at the Youth Development Project may come 
from every economic class; they may vary in age from 13 to 21; 
they may be handsome or ugly. But they have one trait in com
mon; they are all confused, confused about where they are going, 
what is expected of them, what they are supposed to do. They 
have no one with whom to identify. Their parents have been over- 
strict, overlenient or inconsistent, but along the way the child has 
had the feeling that he was not loved for himself and that he must 
“conform” or “be good” to win the approval of his parents. Need
ing status and a sense of “oneness,” he often withdraws or finds 
the answers to his needs in anti-social acts.

A capsulization of some of these case histories might show how 
widely they differ and how alike they are:

The Long Dark H all

To Linda, undergoing treatment was like stumbling down a 
dark pathway. That is how she put it to the psychologist one day, 
the first day that she cried. Up to that time, Linda had said little 
of her inner feelings but had concealed her hostility behind a flip 
remark or a toss of her curled, red hair. After the tears were un
leashed, she looked more like a scared little girl than an over
rouged young woman. Her words could hardly be heard as she 
said, “I’m afraid to talk to you. When we are together, I feel like 
I’m walking down a long, dark hall. The farther down I go, the 
darker it gets. And even though I think there’s light at the other 
end, I’m scared.”

Linda finally did walk the path and did find the sunlight of nor
mal adolescence at the other end, but not until members of the 
Youth Development Project had worked with her and her mother
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for some months, not until the mother had come to understand 
that Linda needed both approval and fair discipline, and not until 
Linda came to know herself and the reasons for her fear and hos
tility.

The Somber Vest

David wore a somber vest, concealed beneath a daring coat. 
Because he felt unwanted and rejected, he turned away every 
overture toward him. He threatened to kill his younger sister; he 
aggravated his parents with overt aggressive acts; he annoyed his 
friends until he had no friends.

But underneath, David was lonely and frightened. He was not 
so fortunate as Linda. Although the diagnosis for David was that 
he would need prolonged treatment, no facilities for such treat
ment existed in or near his home town.

The somber vest may be one which David will wear the re
mainder of his life.

T he Never-Never Land

Richard lived in a never-never land, neither child nor adult nor 
full-fledged adolescent. At 15 he was a problem to his parents, 
school authorities and himself. He had been picked up for in
decent exposure; he had burglarized several stores, always throw
ing away the items he stole.

He reached the Youth Development Project through the Neuro
psychiatric Clinic of John Sealy Hospital, where he had been re
ferred by his family doctor. During his hospitalization, he was 
visited daily by the resident assigned to his case. After he was re
leased, he was able to come to the Youth Development Project 
offices for consultation.

Rebellious, depressed, defensive, Richard showed certain para
noid tendencies. He had grown up as a middle child, caught be
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tween a “model” brother and a “fetching” little sister. His parents 
had not been overstrict. Rather, they had used so little discipline 
with him that it almost seemed as if they had forgotten he existed. 
Without incentive, Richard moved into anti-social acts.

For Richard there is future hope. Since relations at home were 
so undesirable that small improvement could be attained in the 
family environment, Richard was accepted at a boys’ ranch, where 
latest reports show him to be progressing satisfactorily.

How Does the Youth Development
Project Operate?

W hat is the philosophy o f the Youth Develop
ment Project? From wha t sources does it  get its 
referrals? W hat are the diagnostic and treatment 
procedures?

Working always with the philosophy that adolescence can be 
the ideal time to tip the balance in favor of healthier, happier and 
more effective living, the Youth Development Project staff de
cides all procedures on the basis of the needs of youth. It concerns 
itself always with the adolescent who is having trouble in crys
tallizing a wide range of feelings, attitudes, values and ideas and 
who lacks an adequate sense of identity.

Now that the project is statewide, referrals come from a num
ber of sources. Patients in the Neuropsychiatric Clinic are referred 
often to the Youth Development Project; other referrals come from 
the University hospitals, physicians and legal and social service 
organizations throughout the state of Texas.

The statewide emphasis has pointed up inadequacies in treat
ment and residential facilities throughout Texas. Often the staff
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diagnoses and recognizes the need for long-range treatment or 
residential care for a youngster to whom these facilities are not 
available. On the other side of the ledger, however, is the fact that 
all psychiatric residents— first, second and third year— work, un
der supervision, with troubled adolescents, thus gaining profi
ciency for future counseling. As these young doctors develop skills 
and techniques in dealing with youngsters, they may start their 
own practices equipped with the special knowledge for counsel
ing with youth.

As soon as a patient is referred to the project, the entire team 
begins work. Richard, for example, talked with Mrs. Ritchie in 
her bright office. In such an atmosphere of friendliness, he re
laxed a little and was better able to take the tests administered by 
the psychologists. After the psychiatrist had visited with the boy, 
the entire professional team, consisting of psychiatrists, psycholo
gists, psychiatric social workers and a sociologist, met together to 
discuss Richard and to decide on the best mode of treatment for 
him. Constant supervision and follow-up were utilized for him, 
as they are for all patients on the project.

Treatment procedures vary according to the needs of the young
ster. Ideal treatment includes the families; but if the family, like 
Timmy’s parents, is not willing to come, the patient may be seen 
alone. A teacher who referred a patient came to the project to 
learn more about the child’s needs, and once, three brothers ar
rived to “see what we can do for our brother George.”

Treatment may include group and individual psychotherapy, 
social casework, family counseling, individual counseling and vo
cational and educational counseling in varying combinations.

Staff meetings are held once a week, and each resident has regu
lar appointments with his supervisor to discuss cases.
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Who Staffs the Youth 

Development Project?

Who are the persons working in the center?

Anyone visiting the Youth Development Project for the first 
time will find one characteristic which every member of the staff 
has in common— dedication! Each person works with understand
ing, enthusiasm and a real feeling for the importance of his job.

Dr. Titus H. Harris, chairman of the Department of Psychiatry, 
the man who gave the project its initial encouragement, serves 
as ex-officio director, while Dr. Harold A. Goolishian, psychologist, 
is administrative head. Dr. Goolishian’s office, equipped with com
fortable furniture and soft lights, is a place where a youngster feels 
at home.

Dr. Eugene C. McDanald, Jr., medical director of the project, 
radiates warmth, while Mrs. Agnes M. Ritchie, the psychiatric 
social worker who sees each new patient, demonstrates kindness 
to the unhappy youngster.

It has been said that any organization reflects the character of 
the people at the top, and the Youth Development Project staff 
bears out that fact. Each member of the staff speaks with eager
ness about “our children.” Dr. Grace Jameson, consulting psychi
atrist and supervising psychotherapist, tells stories of the gains 
which the project staff has made with some of the youngsters, and 
the other two consulting psychiatrists, Drs. Albert Owers and War
ren Williams, eagerly relate their future plans. The same feeling 
carries through the remainder of the staff: Dr. Austin Foster, con
sulting psychologist; Miss Margaret Otis, consulting psychiatric 
social worker; Dr. E. G. Jaco, consulting research sociologist and 
Dr. C. C. Morris III, consulting child psychiatrist.

The progress of the Youth Development Project seems even 
more remarkable when one realizes that the competent secretary
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is the only person employed full-time by the project itself. All of 
the other personnel wear many hats, serving the Youth Develop
ment Project on a loan basis from other departments of The Uni
versity of Texas Medical Branch.

What Are Future Flans and Needs?

The remarkable development over the past four years serves as 
a statewide example of what can be done, but as the Youth De
velopment Project expands, it reaches walls which cannot pres
ently be scaled.

Growth has generated new needs, as Drs. Goolishian and Mc- 
Danald pointed out in their latest report.

For one thing, limited staff means that ability to absorb a larger 
number of patients has been almost exhausted in both treatment 
and supervisory personnel. Because so much emphasis is placed on 
training and supervision, because residents must have a great deal 
of supervisory time, the current case load of close to 100 per year 
represents a near saturation point.

The time has come when research knowledge must be added to 
the project. Research services, at this point in the Youth Develop
ment Project, can broaden knowledge of therapeutic skills and the 
science of individual growth and development. Without such re
search into basic factors and treatment methods, the project will 
have to continue as a small training and service program rather 
than as a demonstration of other such possibilities. The addition 
of research services will mean a long-range program whose ulti
mate goal achieves an harmonious balance between, and a maxi
mum use of, the clinical material and scientific skill available. This 
research must be done in a setting where individuals treated re
ceive the best professional care, while techniques, observations, 
methodology and theory are being evaluated constantly. Certainly 
not enough adolescents needing help can be given such assistance
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in Galveston, but with a research program, knowledge of how best 
to cope with adolescent problems can be translated into working 
skills throughout the state and nation. Recognizing the need for 
research, the Hogg Foundation is making a grant to the Youth 
Development Project during 1957 for obtaining the services of a 
new staff member. During the first year he will augment the serv
ices of the team, help to consolidate what they are doing and will 
plan for a solid research undertaking.

A second great need for the future is the establishment of a resi
dential treatment center for the youngsters who cannot be re
turned to their home environments and tensions immediately. 
David, in his somber vest, needed such a center, but none was 
available. Resident facilities are practically nonexistent in the 
state of Texas. Such a center, set up as a pilot project, could pro
vide a protected environment for the youngster and could give 
him therapy, schooling and job training. The pilot project would 
serve to demonstrate how such residential treatment centers can 
function.

Meanwhile, until such future plans materialize, the Youth De
velopment Project staff moves forward with its determination to 
continue building a well-rounded in- and out-patient service.

Dozens of Lindas and Davids and Richards attest to the fact 
that the Youth Development Project performs a vital service. 
Other Lindas and other Davids and Richards, fighting their way 
to maturity angrily, resignedly, tearfully, need such services.

A dark-haired girl whose pony tail has become a chignon and 
a chubby boy whose freckles are touched with the first stubble of 
a beard give the sincerest testimony for the Youth Development 
Project. Ask Susan how she is getting along today, and she will tell 
you with a smile, “Everything’s swell. It seems like life is—well, 
it’s the most!” And if you inquire of Timmy what the Youth De
velopment Project meant to him, he’ll say, “Boy, I wouldn’t take 
a million for those quarters I spent.”
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